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Connecting the Unconnected
Getting Connected thru Wireless for Communities (W4C) Nepal

Deployment of W4C in Nepal in earthquake affected area of Gorkha District (Location of epicentre).

10 Villages connected, including 2 health centres and multiple schools.

Above: Rajnesh Singh and Babu Ram Aryal

Below: ISOC sponsored Wi-Fi Area
INET Meetings

INET Kathmandu 17-18 March
Kathmandu, Nepal

- Brought together International agencies, (including UN ESCAP) and local stakeholders involved in emergency planning, emergency services, disaster management and related work. It specifically focused on the role of ICTs during a disaster.
- 200 on-site attendees

INET San Francisco 18 February
San Francisco, United States

- Internet of Things (IoT) theme
- Presentations were made on IoT issues specifically the challenges and opportunities of a more connected world in areas of privacy, security and interoperability.
- Vint Cerf was a speaker
Advancing Development in Africa: African Domain Name System (DNS) Forum

Marrakech, Morocco 4-6 March

• The theme of the forum was “Strengthening Partnerships for the development of the African Domain Name”
• > 90 participants from 28 different countries attended
• > 800 others followed the event via Livestream link
• Kathy Brown and Dawit Bakele were keynote speakers
Launching Internet Exchange Points (IXPs)

Madagascar Internet Exchange Point (MGIX)

Antananarivo, Madagascar
17 March 2016

The MGIX officially launched on March 17. This IXP is a result of the ISOC-AXIS partnership and collaboration with Packet Clearing House (PCH). The IXP has 6 networks connected, with a D Root, and PCH services available to peers.

AXIS Workshops
Malabo, Equatorial Guinea
15-18 March

Workshops were conducted, training 42 people in the IXP Best Practices workshop and 31 people in the IXP technical assistance workshop.
Capacity Building thru Internet Leadership

E-Learning
Launched self-paced tutorials of IPv6 and Spam online courses.

More than 500 users for IPv6 with minimal promotion. Tutorials are in English and Spanish and available on the Internet Society website https://www.internetsociety.org/tutorials

IPv6 tutorial also accessible through Deploy360.

IETF Tech Fellows Survey

Data collected assessed:
• Promotion of IETF and open standards in home
• Contributions to IETF
• Engagement in other technical and policy discussions and with ISOC
• Opportunities for further improvements to the programme
Restoring Trust in the Internet
Unifying our Work on Trust

First cross-organization trust coordination group created to chart an integrated course for our trust activities for maximum impact.

Situational awareness, watching for gaps or duplication, combining efforts.

We’ve set sail and are on course to restore trust in the Internet as a team.
Bringing together Security Technology and Academia thru NDSS

NDSS 2016 by the numbers:
• 362 - Total registrations
• 29% student participation
• 33% international participation
• 20 countries represented
• 60 Peer Reviewed Papers published
• 17 US-based travel grants provided by the NSF
• 4 International travel grants provided by ISOC
Advancing ISOC’s Security & Privacy Agenda

Data Protection & Ethics: Bridging the Gap in the Data-Driven World

Brussels, Belgium
January 27 2016

Intensive engagement of critical stakeholders in Europe on security and privacy. Event was organized by Members of European Parliament.

CREO Data Protection and Privacy

Brussels Belgium February 18 2016

Discussion directed toward businesses and data protection and electronic reputation.

Above: Frédéric Donck speaks at Data Protection event in Brussels
Establishing ISOC as an Authority:
White Papers, Internet-Drafts, Publications, Blogs

Fixing the Internet's routing security is urgent and requires collaboration

Encryption Backdoors Come In All Guises - Reacting to Apple's Customer Letter

TLS
Helping developers make internet applications more secure...
Learn More
Establishing ISOC’s position in the Policy Environment
Reaching a Milestone in the IANA Transition

- ISOC Board Resolution supporting transition proposal

- ISOC CEO intervention in support of the transition during the ICANN public forum.

- ISOC Vice President of Global Policy Development, testified before the House Subcommittee.
The primary goal of this workshop was to get the Regulator up to speed with respect to IG-matters.

Local community was invited as well to take advantage of opportunity.

Attendance
- 61 Registered On-Site Participants
- 259 Remote Participants participated via LiveStream feed
Objective:
Promote ISOC positions and offer a spotlight on NGOs developing data, research and projects on digital rights
Developing Policy Briefs to Reach a Global Audience

10 Policy Briefs released in Spanish

French versions to be released before end Q1

Policy Briefs for Q2:
  • Encryption
  • Identity
  • IPv6
Establishing ISOC’s Global Presence & Brand Recognition
Developing Chapters and Special Interest Groups

The Youth Observatory SIG in action
Reaching new audiences:
MOBILE WORLD CONGRESS 2016

Michael Kende, Chief Economist, Internet Society; Marcus Weldon, President, Bell Labs & CTO, Nokia; and Delta Partners’ Boris Nemsic join Sasha Twining in the studio to preview the big keynote from Mark Zuckerberg.
Shining the Light on Women

#SHINETHELIGHT
Engaging our Community

Q1 Community Forum
• Engaged >186 members
• Simultaneous interpretations in French and Spanish

Future Internet Scenarios
• Chapters, Org Members, Public, and ISOC’s network of global experts invited to participate
• Over 250 responses to survey received in 1st week alone
Defining Our Visual Identity

Color palette is similar to colors presented to the community but are brighter.

The palette presented here is close to final, but further study will be needed to refine the palette to work in all occasions.
Webcasting Multimedia Capture

Produced or re-streamed 26 events in Q1 for ISOC Global, several chapters, and events hosted by others, that included ISOC Staff as speakers.

**Webcasting Stats**

Total Views = 65,058; Unique Views = 45,327; Total video views = 11,557

Unique video views = 8529; Max concurrent = 372; Subscribers 22,335